Aman Tokyo

Located in the prestigious financial district of Otemachi, adjacent to the 3,600-square-metre Otemachi Forest, Aman Tokyo occupies the top six floors of the Otemachi Tower. Offering scenic views of the Imperial Palace Gardens, the hotel presents 84 contemporary guestrooms and suites, several fine-dining restaurants, a serene Aman Spa and a swimming pool.

Located in the prestigious financial district of Otemachi, adjacent to the 3,600-square-metre Otemachi Forest, Aman Tokyo presents 84 guestrooms and suites with panoramic city views. Occupying the top six floors of the Otemachi Tower, the hotel offers scenic views of the Imperial Palace Gardens and surrounding landmarks, as well as easy access to all points of interest in the city, including the renowned Ginza shopping district. A peaceful inner garden, serene Aman Spa, swimming pool and several fine-dining venues complete the elevated sanctuary.

Located in the prestigious financial district of Otemachi adjacent to the 3,600-square-metre Otemachi Forest, Aman Tokyo presents 84 contemporary guestrooms and suites with panoramic city views. Occupying the top six floors of the Otemachi Tower, the hotel offers scenic vistas of the Imperial Palace Gardens, Tokyo Skytree and other notable landmarks, as well as easy access to all points of interest in the city including the atmospheric Senso-ji Temple and the renowned Ginza shopping district. A peaceful inner garden, serene Aman Spa, swimming pool and several fine-dining venues, including the Restaurant by Aman and the Café by Aman, complete the elevated sanctuary.

Debuting Aman’s new urban concept, Aman Tokyo is located in the prestigious financial district of Otemachi, just steps from Tokyo Station and the world-famous Ginza shopping district. Occupying the top six floors of the Otemachi Tower, the hotel offers bird’s eye views of the Imperial Palace Gardens and surrounding Tokyo landmarks, as well as easy access to all points of interest in the city: the five-line Otemachi subway station is connected to the building.

An exclusive sanctuary high above the city, Aman Tokyo embraces its namesake’s cosmopolitan nature while staying true to classical Japanese aesthetics. The hotel’s inner garden on the reception level is surrounded by a veranda or engawa, which leads to extensive dining and lounge areas. Aman Tokyo’s guestrooms and suites, serene Aman Spa and 30-metre swimming pool are situated on the five floors above.
Designed with business and leisure travellers in mind, Aman Tokyo offers accommodation in 84 guestrooms and suites, each featuring a unique layout, panoramic views and every contemporary convenience.

Located in the main reception area with floor-to-ceiling views of the Imperial Palace Gardens and Mount Fuji, the Lounge by Aman is an ideal venue for a drink or snack. Offering similar views, the Restaurant by Aman serves farm-fresh seasonal dishes from Japan and around the world. It also houses a 1,200-bottle, walk-in wine cellar. Overlooking the Restaurant are five private dining rooms, also with striking city views. Enjoying an indoor and outdoor setting with beautiful green views of the 3,600-square-metre Otemachi Forest, the Café by Aman specialises in Mediterranean-inspired fare for lunch and dinner.

Aman Tokyo’s wellness facilities cover almost 2,500 square metres across two floors, and include an Aman Spa with eight treatment rooms, a gym, a yoga/Pilates studio and a 30-metre, temperature-controlled swimming pool with expansive city views. Changing rooms feature steam rooms, showers and a traditional Japanese bath.
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Aman’s first urban retreat, Aman Tokyo soars above the atmospheric whirl of tradition and modernity that is Japan’s capital city. Steps from Tokyo Station and the world-famous boutiques of Ginza, the hotel occupies the top six floors of the Otemachi Tower in the prestigious financial district. From here, guests can enjoy bird’s-eye views of the Imperial Palace Gardens and surrounding Tokyo landmarks, as well as easy access to all points of interest: the five-line Otemachi subway station is connected to the building.

An exclusive sanctuary above the skyline, Aman Tokyo embraces its namesake’s cosmopolitan nature while staying true to classical Japanese aesthetics. The hotel’s inner garden on the reception level is surrounded by a veranda or engawa, which leads to extensive dining and lounge areas, as well as a library and meeting rooms. Aman Tokyo’s guestrooms and suites, serene Aman Spa and 30-metre swimming pool are situated on the five floors above.

Designed with business and leisure travellers in mind, Aman Tokyo’s 84 guest rooms and suites each feature a unique layout, panoramic views and every contemporary convenience. Facing the Imperial Palace Gardens, Deluxe Rooms are the largest standard rooms in the city. Premier Rooms, with their large foyers and bathrooms, look towards Tokyo Skytree, while Suites feature spacious living rooms and pantries. Corner Suites provide panoramic views, and Aman Suites are the largest at 157 square metres, with the finest views of the Imperial Palace Gardens and Tokyo Skytree.

Tokyo is famous for its food, and Otemachi is fast becoming one of the city’s most popular destinations for eating out. Aman Tokyo’s restaurants bring a new dimension to the district’s dining scene.
Located in the main reception area with floor-to-ceiling views of the Imperial Palace Gardens and Mount Fuji, the Lounge by Aman is an ideal venue for cocktails or snacks throughout the day and into the night; the adjacent cigar lounge has a built-in humidor. Offering similar views, the Restaurant by Aman serves farm-fresh seasonal dishes from Japan and around the world for breakfast, lunch and dinner. It also houses a 1,200-bottle, walk-in glass-walled wine cellar with exclusive, handpicked wines from around the world.

Overlooking the Restaurant are five private dining rooms, also with striking city views. Enjoying indoor and outdoor settings with beautiful green views of the 3,600-square-metre Otemachi Forest, the Café by Aman specialises in Mediterranean-inspired fare for lunch and dinner, and is the only restaurant in Tokyo serving fresh, seasonal still and sparkling sakes (ginjo, junmai ginjo, namazake). Guests can also enjoy in-suite dining 24 hours a day from an extensive menu of Japanese and international dishes.

Aman Tokyo’s wellness facilities cover almost 2,500 square metres across two floors, and include an Aman Spa with eight treatment rooms, a gym, a yoga/Pilates studio and a 30-metre, temperature-controlled swimming pool with expansive city views. Changing rooms feature steam rooms, showers and a traditional Japanese bath.

Aside from the resort’s superb facilities, Aman Tokyo offers guests insight into, and ease of access to, the city’s many attractions.